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Preparing for Getting Back to Work

Brenda Martin
CIRAS Account Manager

After more than two months of reeling from the effects of a deadly
pandemic, many Iowa communities are now on their way back to work. But
what exactly should that look like?
CIRAS experts suggest you focus on two things as you press to get back to
normal – going in phases and being thorough.
“You don’t just open the doors and have everybody in,” said CIRAS project
manager Marc Schneider. “How fast are you going to ramp up production?
How fast are you going to bring everybody back?”
The CIRAS COVID-19 Preparedness & Return to Work Checklist suggests a
phased approach, defining each phase and laying out specific criteria that
must be met before the next wave of employees enter your plant.

Martin To Receive
Award for
Economic
Development
Achievement
CIRAS Account Manager Brenda
Martin will receive Iowa State
University’s Award for
Achievement in Economic
Development during a ceremony
in September.
Martin has been serving Iowa

Read on

manufacturers since 2003, when
she began working with CIRAS
through a partnership with her
previous employer, Iowa Central

COVID-19 Causing Increased
Sales in Some Industries

Jodi Essex
CIRAS Government
Contracting
Specialist

It’s no surprise that there is a major boost in the
procurement of personal protective equipment and
medical supplies amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to the COVID-19 report on federal
spending data from the Federal Procurement Data
System, other industries are seeing an uptick in
demand as well. The $2.2 trillion stimulus is
allocating various agencies additional funds to
address needs related to the pandemic, and it’s not
all for medical supplies.

Community College. Since 2016,
she been employed as a CIRAS
account manager focusing on the
food industry and building
relationships throughout the state.
Brenda also serves on the board of
the Iowa Meat Processors
Association and is active in the
Iowa Sustainable Business Forum.
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COVID-19 Best Practices
CIRAS has assembled a vast network of industry-related pandemic
information on a special website. For more information, including best
practices for protecting your business or addressing supply chain
disruptions, visit www.ciras.iastate.us/covid-19/.

Tracy Schuster
ILC Program Director

ILC Moving to a
Virtual Annual
Conference this
Fall
This is a complicated world we’re
living in, but Lean practices require
us to say it simply:
The ILC Annual Conference that was
scheduled to take place October 2729 in Des Moines has been
cancelled due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Instead, we will deliver a
Virtual Annual Conference online on
October 28.
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All-Electronic: The Newest CIRAS News is Online
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted all corners of Iowa industry. CIRAS exists to help Iowa companies
overcome problems like these, and our goal is to make it as easy as possible for you to deal with the
challenges that lie ahead.
Toward that end, we have decided to only send an electronic version of the spring 2020 edition of CIRAS
News so you can download it on your schedule and hopefully, share it with others you think may benefit
from the content.

Read More from Ron Cox

Upcoming Conferences, Trainings, & Workshops
The Center for Industrial Research and Service (CIRAS) seeks to make Iowa better by educating its businesses about
the latest research-proven methods and best practices of industry. Here are just a few of the ways we plan to do that in
the coming month.

COVID-19 Manufacturer Roundtable
June 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd

COVID-19 Food Manufacturer
Roundtable
June 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th

Harvesting the Low Hanging Fruit
June 3rd

Thursday ILC Virtual Lean Coffees
June 4th

GovCon 101
June 9th

Writing Federal Proposals
June 10th

ILC Coaching in a Virtual World
webinar
June 9th

Writing Federal Proposals
June 10th

Friday ILC Virtual Lean Coffees
June 12th

Legal Considerations for Federal
Subcontracting
June 15th
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